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A will?

Leave this world?

Scott Pattingson nearly laughed out loud, but the cruel look in his eyes became even
more piercing.

He didn’t take the offensive right away because he wanted to toy with his enemy, like a
cat with a mouse. That was the only way the rage in his heart could be appeased. Being
cheated on wasn’t something that could be forgiven easily. He wanted a slow and
painful revenge.

“I have never met someone who has a bigger death wish than you do!” said Scott as he
laughed coldly.

The Yowell family members were speechless. They didn’t know what to say anymore.

However, when they looked at Alex Rockefeller, their eyes were filled with hatred. They
now blamed Alex for everything the Yowell family was going through. Although they



were aware that Alex was pretty good in martial arts, Scott was at Intermediate-Mystic
rank!

There were very few in the world who could ever make it to Mystic rank, let alone those
who could achieve it at such a young age. A genius like Scott was a rare find, and his
entire family had spent nearly all their resources to develop a strong person like him as
the family’s foundation. Meanwhile, Alex didn’t even know what cultivation was before
the age of twenty. Plus, he had been focusing more on the medicinal than the martial
arts. If he could really beat Scott, hell would probably freeze over.

Evan Laws immediately stepped forward.

“Alex, do you think you can act arrogant in front of my boss just because you were able
to slap me?”

“Do you have any idea what Mystic rank means? It means he can kill you with a single
slap.”

“Have you gone mad? Hurry up and kneel before Mr. Pattingson. Beg him to forgive you
and let your family live. You created this mess, so you shouldn’t get your family
involved,” Evan said chirpily.

He seemed to be in high spirits. It was as if he could finally vent out the anger from
being hit before.



In fact, he even stood firmly behind Scott and decided to follow wherever Scott went for
the rest of his life. What a traitor!

“Take this!”

Alex stepped forward and slapped Evan across the face. Right away, Evan suffered a
fracture in his cheek bone, and his nose-bridge cracked. On top of that, he was sent
flying as if he had been knocked by a car.

“How dare you still attack him? Looks like there’s no turning back for you. I’ll send you
on your way to hell!”

Scott shook his head and gave Alex the side-eye. He then stomped his foot on the
ground, causing the ground to vibrate due to his Intermediate-Mystic rank cultivation
energy.

Keith Yowell’s facial expression immediately changed. He felt deeply remorseful. He
wished he had stopped Michelle Yowell from seeking Alex out in the past. Perhaps, if he
didn’t have the objective to befriend both sides, things wouldn’t have turned out this
way.

Compared to Scott, Alex was just a small fry even if he had amazing medical skills.
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“The Yowell family had all the right cards in our hands, but I’ve ruined everything!”

“Stop!” While Keith was basking in his own regret, someone suddenly shouted with a
clear and crisp voice. Someone came running in, it was Anna Coleman from Divine
Constabulary.

She made it just in time.

“I can’t believe it’s you, Scott Pattingson! ”

Anna was shocked when she saw Scott standing there. At first, she thought that Alex
and the Yowell family were having a conflict, and that Alex wanted to kill the Yowell
family. But it turned out it was actually Scott that he wanted to kill. “What is going on?
Can someone fill me in?”



“Grandpa Yowell, are you alright?”

“Michelle… Were your martial art abilities destroyed? Who did it?”

“I did. Anna Coleman, there’s no reason for you to be involved here. Get out of the way,”
Scott said bluntly after retrieving his energy.

“What? Is it really you? Are you mad? Michelle is your fiancée,” Anna said.

“How could a b*tch like her deserve to be my fiancée?”

One of the Yowell family’s disciples quickly explained what happened.

Anna became very angry after hearing the explanation.

“Scott, have you really gone mad? Michelle only said those things out of spite. How
could you think it’s true and even beat the Yowell family’s people up like this?”



“Did she say those things out of spite? Even if she didn’t secretly get pregnant, she’s
already done the deed with another man. I, Scott Pattingson, will not be put to shame!
Whoever humiliates me will have to die!” Scott yelled.

His face turned cold as he pointed at Alex. “I want him dead. Anna Coleman, you won’t
be able to stop me,” Scott added.

Anna immediately put herself between the two. “He’s one of our people from Divine
Constabulary. You can’t hurt him,” Anna said.
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“So what if he’s from Divine Constabulary?” Scott Pattingson asked.

“Do you want to become an enemy of Divine Constabulary?”

“Anna Coleman, don’t think too highly of yourself. You can’t represent Divine
Constabulary.”

Anna instantly frowned. Indeed, she didn’t have enough power for that.



Most importantly, Divine Constabulary had a deep-rooted relationship with the ancient
martial arts families. The Pattingson family also knew people in Divine Constabulary. In
fact, their own men were in there. If Scott refused to cooperate with Divine
Constabulary, there was nothing Anna could do about it.

Anna was also still doubtful of Alex Rockefeller’s capability. Previously, she had thought
he was at Peak-Mystic rank. Later, she realized that he only had a lot of strength. He
might not be able to fight against Scott who had a very advanced level of cultivation
compared to him.

Right then, another voice came. “Can I represent Divine Constabulary?”

“Captain!” Anna yelled in a pleasantly surprised tone.

The person who had arrived was Sky Melvis.

When Anna rushed over, she had given Sky a call. She was afraid she couldn’t stop
Alex because she was not as strong as him. However, she didn’t think the person who
needed to be stopped was Scott.

Now that Sky was here, Scott might be a little more wary.



“Sky Melvis!” Scott exclaimed.

He immediately frowned when he saw that Sky was here.

Sky was also at Mystic rank. In fact, he had achieved Mystic rank far longer than Scott.
If they really did fight, Scott might lose to him. More importantly, Sky had other helpers.
Aside from that, Sky was also one of the Twelve Battle Kings of Divine Constabulary.
Not only did Sky have a higher status, he also had a stronger network of support. It was
very annoying.

“Even you are protecting a little piece of trash like him?” Scott asked.

“That’s right. I’ll protect him with my life,” Sky nodded and said.

Protecting Alex with his life meant something different entirely. That meant Sky was
willing to fight the Pattingson family while risking his life for Alex.

Was Alex really this powerful?

Even Anna’s eyes widened with disbelief as she looked at Sky.



“Fine!” After Scott and Sky stared at each other for a few seconds, Scott finally nodded.
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“For Captain Melvis’ sake, I’ll forgive him this time!” Scott added before glaring coldly at
Alex.

‘Since I can’t deal with you openly, I’ll do it in secret. What could Divine Constabulary do
without evidence?’

“Evan, let’s go!” Scott shouted after making up his mind. He asked Evan Laws to leave
with him.

Right then, Alex spoke up calmly. “Did I say you could leave?”

Suddenly, everyone looked at Alex in shock. It was as if they were looking at a fool.



With his cheek bone fractured and his face swollen like a pig, Evan still yelled unclearly.
“Hey, kid. Didn’t my boss let you off the hook? Must you get yourself killed?”

“You can leave, but you must take a punch from me first, ” Alex said.

Scott turned around with an amused look on his face. Instead of looking at Alex, he
looked at Sky. “Captain Melvin, you heard him. It’s not me who’s disrespecting you. He
asked for it.

“Alright. I promise to take a punch from you. After one punch, you’ll deal with the
consequences, dead or alive,” Scott added before Sky could nod.

Alex nodded without a pause.

Although Anna and Sky wanted to convince Alex otherwise, Alex cut them off. “I have
already made up my mind,” Alex said.

Everyone watched as the two of them engaged in battle.

“Fine. I’ll be the judge!” Sky said loudly before taking his phone out to record the fight.
“According to martial arts rules, this will be a battle for life or death. The winner will bear
no responsibility, and if anyone dies, there is no grudge to be held. Begin!”



Sky shouted.

Then… Boom!

Alex and Scott threw a punch at the same time, and the collision of their fists caused a
lightning like burst. The entire crowd went silent.
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Scott Pattingson was the top dog among the younger generation in the Pattingson
family. He had the highest levels of natural talent and comprehension. Hence, the
Pattingson family did their best to help him grow. Indeed, he was born a genius. At
twenty-five years old, he had already achieved Intermediate-Mystic rank and reached
the sixth stage with the family-inherited Golden Crushing Punch. With a single punch,
he could even crush steel plates.

Right then, Scott used 100% of his inner force.

He wanted to kill Alex Rockefeller with a single punch so that those from the Yowell
family and Divine Constabulary could see clearly that he was not one to be humiliated.

After letting out a wild roar, the inner force concentrated around his fist started to
crackle.



Everyone’s hearts stopped briefly, frightened by the might of his punch. Even Anna
Coleman had a fearful look in her eyes. She could imagine how terribly injured she
would be if she was punched. That was if she even survived in the first place.

On the other hand, Alex’s punch was the Coleman family’s Dragon-Tusk Punch.

But it didn’t look quite like it either.

It was gentle and light, without any sound or gust of wind.

“Go to hell!” Scott shouted mercilessly.

Michelle Yowell screamed in fear. She turned around and didn’t dare to watch what
happened next.

Boom!

Their fists collided against each other.



Then, the sound of bones cracking could be painfully heard, and one of them was sent
flying. Instead of Alex, it was Scott who was sent flying.

Scott’s eyes were wide open in shock. He couldn’t believe that his fully charged Golden
Crushing Punch couldn’t even make Alex move an inch when it hit him. It was as if Scott
was hitting a hundred tons of steel.

Meanwhile, every inch of Scott’s bones was crushed instantly due to the reversed
impact. It hurt him to the core of his heart.

Even more unbelievable was the fact that a stream of energy emitted from Alex’s fist. It
thoroughly destroyed Scott’s nerves, veins and inner organs.

Now, Scott couldn’t feel anything in his body. He felt as if he had been struck by
lightning.

This wasn’t the kind of electrifying jolt one felt when attracted to the opposite gender.
Instead, it was the kind that went up to several tens of millions of high-voltage electricity.

It only took Scott one second to realize he was done for. His life had been taken away in
an instant. Before he died, a realization occurred to him. Not only was Alex a martial
arts expert, but he was also the true master of cultivation.



Although Scott felt endlessly remorseful, it was too late.
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Bam!

Scott fell to the ground and was no longer breathing.

Everyone in the Yowell family looked as if they had just seen a ghost

Evan Laws covered his mouth. “How is this possible? How could this be?” he cried out
pitifully.

Anna blinked her pretty eyes several times-she was thoroughly shocked.



Michelle even cried out loudly.

Sky Melvis was still recording a video of the battle. He walked over to look at Scott
before shaking his head and sighing. “Scott Pattingson lost to a single punch and died
on the spot. No grudges will be held in this fight!”

Sky had said ‘no grudges will be held’ twice.

This was the underlying rule of the martial arts world. In a battle that determined life or
death, regardless of victory or defeat, friendly forces of either side were not allowed to
exact revenge. Otherwise, they would be considered as the failures of the martial arts
society and be ostracized.

Even Divine Constabulary agreed with this rule.

However…

Sky turned off the camera and pulled Alex aside before speaking in a soft voice. “Scott
Pattingson is the strongest person in the younger generation of the Pattingson family.
He’s also a leading member of the Pattingson family. Although he died in your hands in
a fair fight, you must be careful when they secretly try to avenge him. I will use this
footage to appropriately warn them against doing so,” Sky said.



“Thank you.” Alex nodded.

“We’re family, after all,” Sky chuckled and said.

“Are you really the Immortal Doctor?” Sky asked after a pause.

‘What?’

Alex was stunned. He started thinking to himself. Wallace Yoke really did not hold back
from advertising Alex. Since Wallace couldn’t dominate America entirely, he used this
poor strategy to slowly reveal Alex’s identity.

As one of the Twelve Battle Kings of Divine Constabulary, and one of their twelve
sub-group’s leaders, Sky was willing to stand up and protect Alex with his life by going
against the Pattingson family. Naturally, Sky had his reasons, Alex’s greatest value was
that he was the Immortal Doctor.

Although Alex had already taken a guess at Sky’s thoughts, he didn’t think much of it.
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This was very normal. People would only help others if they were valuable. Otherwise,
the helper would be considered a fool.

“I’m taking Michelle with me. I’ll help her recover to her formal state,” Alex Rockefeller
said. He then picked Michelle Yowell up before turning around and leaving. Earlier, Alex
saw how the Yowell family looked at him begrudgingly. This included Keith Yowell, who
seemed to be regretting it already.”

The incident today only happened because Michelle asked him to help her out.

Alex didn’t do anything wrong to the Yowell family. In fact, he was the victim.

Thanks to this ordeal, he was able to see some things clearly on the fundamental level.

After Alex left, Sky Melvis also quickly made his exit. He also took Scott Pattingson’s
corpse away with him.

Anna Coleman stayed to call the ambulance and deal with the aftermath.

Keith Yowell’s eyes seemed dull, and there was a blank expression on his face. “Anna,
do you think I’m really getting old? Am I so old that I make such poor judgement?” he
asked Anna.



Anna shook her head. “Grandpa Yowell, things have already happened. There’s no
need to overthink.”

Keith sighed.

“Can Michelle’s damaged energy core really be fixed?” he asked.

“Other people might not be able to, but Alex can!” Anna said.

Keith felt even more remorseful after hearing that. He couldn’t afford to be a middleman!

***

Alex returned to Maple Villa.

He didn’t think that Waltz Fleur would be here too. Waltz was wearing a very sexy black
pajama outfit while she watched the television on the couch in the living room.



Waltz noticed Alex carrying a pretty girl in his arms when he came back. Her face
immediately turned dark and she jumped out of her seat. “Alex, did you drug this girl?”

“I didn’t drug her. She’s perfectly sober,” Alex said.

“Hey, isn’t this the little devil from the Yowell family? What’s going on? D*mn, why is she
so badly injured? Who did it?” Waltz asked.

Back at the Rockefeller family’s funeral hall, Michelle was the one who had stepped
forward to offer help. Naturally, Waltz recognized her.
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“Get me some warm water. I’m going to adjust her bones back into place first,” Alex
said.

After that, Alex became very occupied for a while.



A few days ago, he used Zharvakko to help James Coney connect his bones on the
spot. His broken leg recovered in half an hour. However, it took far too much effort. This
time, Alex was going to carry out the treatment over several stages. It felt much better
doing so.

Two hours later, the treatment was complete. Alex moved Michelle onto a bed in the
bedroom.

“Alex, what exactly happened?” Waltz asked curiously.

Alex told her what happened without hiding any information.

Waltz immediately let out a shocked cry. “Oh my god! Did you kill Scott Pattingson? The
Pattingson family from North Tokyo won’t be easy to deal with. I’m afraid you’ve barked
up the wrong tree. Things will get troublesome later.”

“Are you very familiar with the Pattingson family? How do they compare to your
Thousand Miles Conglomerate?” Alex asked.

“It’s a difficult comparison. The Pattingson family has a martial arts background, and
they prioritize martial arts cultivation. Meanwhile, Thousand Miles Conglomerate
focuses on business. Martial arts only play a supporting role. People are right in saying
that we operate in a grey area! If the Pattingson family wanted to mess with you, they
would normally not use the business route. They would usually initiate a battle and bet
on it!” Waltz explained.



Alex remained silent.

“However, if they are the backstabbing kind, and they hate you enough, they might
privately hire someone to mess with you. That’s likely too.”

“I can help you with this, but my capabilities aren’t strong enough!”

“Alex, is there any way to rapidly enhance my capability? For example, we can double
the number of lessons, or we can train together. What do you think?” Waltz asked.

Alex gave her a gentle knock on her forehead.

However, he soon came up with an idea. “If I increase Thousand Miles Conglomerate’s
battle power by ten times, are you able to make California’s underworld a solid and
profitable business?”

“Did you say ten times? Did I hear you mistakenly?” Waltz was shocked.

“Give me some time. I can help you become an Innate Grandmaster. I need a fail proof
backup team! I must make sure nothing happens to my mother, my wife, you and
Maya.”



Waltz let out a loud cry before jumping onto Alex. “Alex, I want to have your children.”

Alex tossed her onto the couch. “You should have children with an ape.”

Right then, Alex suddenly thought of a woman, Priscilla Paytas.
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Priscilla Paytas was the lady with the strongest innate bloodline Alex Rockefeller had
ever met. In fact, Priscilla was even stronger than the girl who wore a sailor’s uniform,
Holly Yates.

If Alex could make her his disciple and train her, she would definitely become a strong
member on his team. Unfortunately, these were peaceful times, and Priscilla was a
university student. It was a little difficult and disrespectful to make her his disciple and
make her do his bidding. Alex could only indirectly guide her through Michelle Yowell.

He would leave everything to fate!

“Michelle’s energy core was destroyed, and she lost all her martial arts abilities. Can
that even be fixed?” Waltz asked.



Alex nodded. “It can. I’ll just have to use a type of pill called Energy Recovery Pill. It will
be able to heal her energy core and help her focus her inner force once again. The
original cultivation method taught by her family had left her with some side effects. Now
that her energy core is destroyed, those side effects are gone. Her condition will be
even better after she recovers,” Alex explained.

After that, Alex let Waltz rest while he stood alone in a wrecked courtyard. He looked up
at the sky.

There were stars all over the sky while the moon shone brightly. However, Alex had a
feeling that things wouldn’t be calm for long.

The Rockefeller family, Japanese ninjas, the Pattingson family, and the hidden enemy
his mother was deeply wary and wouldn’t even dare speak of were all messing up his
life completely.

Ever since these people appeared, life had never been calm.

The only way to safeguard himself and protect his family in such a dangerous
environment was to become stronger, to make his enemies tremble in fear, to stun the
people of the world with his might.

Not only did he need his own capabilities, but he also needed strong forces around him.



On the second floor, Waltz stood still in front of the French window as she quietly looked
down at Alex.

***

The next day, Alex didn’t go anywhere else. He stayed at home to focus on modifying
Waltz’s martial arts technique.

Alex took a total of five hours to modify the Cuore Force she was currently practicing so
that it greatly boosted her cultivation speed significantly. He also added new cultivation
content to her technique.

Alex named the new technique Moon of the Nine Revolutions. With every revolution of
the moon cycle, her powers would increase.

Alex also modified the content of Michelle’s new version of Slunce Jauda.

It didn’t sound like a huge feat, but Alex was a god-like existence. Other great masters
would take a huge amount of time to create an entire set of techniques. How was Alex
able to create one in just a few hours?



To be honest, it wasn’t surprising at all. It was a proof of his own success in cultivating
the Force. Alex was able to pick and choose certain parts of his technique to blend it
with their original Cuore Force techniques. It was like asking a professor who studied
further mathematics, calculus, and limits to come up with a primary school mathematics
quiz. Wasn’t it a piece of cake?

At night, Waltz returned home after work. She was surprised to find Alex cooking in the
kitchen. When she smelled the food, her mouth immediately started to water and she
began to feel hungry.
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“Alex, you’re cooking!” Waltz exclaimed.

Wearing a dress, Waltz sneaked into the kitchen and reached for the food on the plate.

Wham!



Alex pushed her hand away.

“Have you washed your hands?” Alex asked.

“Wash them for me,” Waltz said.

“Use the utensils!”

Waltz still washed her hands before using the fork and spoon to taste the food. In the
next moment, she immediately smiled. The food tasted extremely good. “It tastes
delicious! I can’t believe you have such great culinary skills. You’re good enough to be a
professional chef. You must have received proper training for this, haven’t you?”

Alex chuckled. “I learned how to cook when I was with the Assex family. My
mother-in-law is a very picky eater. If I don’t make food good enough for her, she’d yell
at me.”

In reality, Alex knew very well that Claire Assex just didn’t like him and intentionally
picked on him.

Waltz was astonished.




